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In this workshop participants join design writer and maker Jane Norris to design and build 

listening devices. The devices will enhance hearing, helping pick up signals and capture 

everyday sounds that might otherwise pass unnoticed.  

There will be a short introduction in which we look at examples of hearing devices from 

history. These include 18th century hearing trumpets, costal early warning sound dishes for 

detecting aircraft, acoustic mirrors, and Gramophone horns. There will be a demonstration 

of effective ways of making forms from the materials provided, and examples available to 

inspire making.  



The workshop itself will be in two parts: a studio-based making session and a fieldwork 

session in which we test what we have built in the Watermans neighbourhood. Participants 

will be encouraged to use their mobile phones to record the sounds amplified through the 

devices and following this, there will be time to describe and play back the captured sounds.  

There is a £5 fee for adults attending this workshop. Children under 16 go free.  

Artworks for Birds accompanies the exhibition Air Matters. Artists Learning from Heathrow, 

Watermans Arts Centre, 10th October 2019 – 4th January 2020. Private View Wednesday 9th 

October, 6 – 8pm. Air Matters and the public programme is curated by Dr. Nicholas Ferguson 

in partnership with Watermans Art Centre, Kingston School of Art and Richmond University.  

For more information or to book a place on the workshop please email Nicholas Ferguson. 

n.ferguson@kingston.ac.uk or contact Watermans Box Office 

https://www.watermans.org.uk/events/air-matters-learning-from-heathrow/  

Dr Jane Norris is Associate Professor of Creative and Digital Culture at Richmond University. 

Her design theory focuses on posthuman approaches to materiality, in order to better 

understand our relationship to materials and making. She runs workshops at international 

design conferences and contributed to ‘Radical Ventriloquism: Acts of speaking through and 

speaking for’ at the London Conference in Critical Thought 2019. Her article ‘Listening to 

Materials to co-design in the Anthropocene’ is published in the June edition of ITERATIONS 

Design Research and Practice Review.  
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